Background: ETS family transcription factors recognize DNA via structurally conserved DNA-binding domains that share limited amino acid homology. Results: DNA recognition by the ETS domains of Ets-1 and PU.1, two extreme sequence-divergent paralogs, was compared. Conclusion: Preferential hydration differentiates DNA recognition by Ets-1 and PU.1. Significance: Preferential hydration represents a potential mechanism for PU.1 regulation and its activity as a pioneer transcription factor in vivo.
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ETS family transcription factors regulate diverse genes through binding at cognate DNA sites that overlap substantially in sequence. The DNA-binding domains of ETS proteins (ETS domains) are highly conserved structurally yet share limited amino acid homology. To define the mechanistic implications of sequence diversity within the ETS family, we characterized the thermodynamics and kinetics of DNA site recognition by the ETS domains of Ets-1 and PU.1, which represent the extremes in amino acid divergence among ETS proteins. Even though the two ETS domains bind their optimal sites with similar affinities under physiologic conditions, their nature of site recognition differs strikingly in terms of the role of hydration and counter ion release. The data suggest two distinct mechanisms wherein Ets-1 follows a "dry" mechanism that rapidly parses sites through electrostatic interactions and direct protein-DNA contacts, whereas PU.1 utilizes hydration to interrogate sequence-specific sites and form a longlived complex relative to the Ets-1 counterpart. The kinetic persistence of the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA complex may be relevant to an emerging role of PU.1, but not Ets-1, as a pioneer transcription factor in vivo. In addition, PU.1 activity is critical to the development and function of macrophages and lymphocytes, which present osmotically variable environments, and hydration-dependent specificity may represent an important regulatory mechanism in vivo, a hypothesis that finds support in gene expression profiles of primary murine macrophages.
The ETS family of transcription factors comprises a major group of transcriptional regulators in the Metazoan kingdom (1) . Humans express 28 ETS paralogs in addition to various oncogenic fusions associated with bone, breast, and prostate tumors (2, 3) . All ETS proteins harbor eponymous DNA-binding domains that are highly conserved in structure, which is manifest in their overlapping selectivity of DNA sites around a 5Ј-GGA(A/T)-3Ј consensus (4) . The strong correspondence of sequence preference by ETS domains in vitro to genomic occupancy of native ETS proteins in vivo suggests that site recognition by ETS domains per se is essential to understanding how ETS proteins function in cells. Despite strong structural conservation, ETS domains are highly divergent in primary sequence (5) . Moreover, ETS proteins are limited in terms of interchangeability in vivo, and ETS members that are co-expressed in the same cell direct distinct cohorts of target genes (6 -8) .
Recent genomic studies have identified the ETS member PU.1 as a pioneering transcription factor (9) . Specifically, PU.1 can overcome chromatin restriction to bind DNA, including DNase I-inaccessible chromatin, initiates nucleosomal remodeling by promoting local histone modifications, and defines the localization of other transcription factors by cooperative recruitment (10 -13) . Interestingly, ETS proteins are not equivalent in this regard, because Ets-1 has been identified recently as a non-pioneer transcription factor (14) . It is therefore of interest to understand how DNA recognition by PU.1 is differentiated from Ets-1 and other ETS proteins. Comparative crystallographic analyses of several ETS⅐DNA complexes (Ets-1, GABP␣, SAP-1, Elk-1, and PU.1) have revealed paralog-specific interactions (15) (16) (17) , but these differences do not appear sufficiently fundamental to account for the pioneering properties of PU.1. Thus, the need persists for studies to address the physical mechanisms of sequence recognition by ETS family transcription factors.
To date, the nature of sequence discrimination is best understood for PU.1 and Ets-1, whose interactions with a number of sequence-specific and nonspecific sites have been characterized. Recent studies on PU.1 have revealed an essential role for preferential hydration in sequence discrimination by PU.1 (18) .
Although co-crystal structures of ETS domains show various degrees of water-mediated contacts, it remains unclear whether osmotic sensitivity is restricted to PU.1 or whether it is a generally shared feature among ETS proteins. To define the mechanistic implications of sequence diversity among ETS proteins in solution, we compared the thermodynamics and kinetics of the ETS domain of Ets-1 and PU.1, which represent the extremes of primary sequence divergence. We found that, unlike PU.1, Ets-1 is only weakly sensitive to osmotic stress and lacks the distinctive sequence dependence observed with PU.1. These differences in preferential hydration give rise to a host of thermodynamic and kinetic features that qualitatively distinguish site recognition by these proteins and point to a mechanism by which the activity and specificity of ETS proteins may be differentially controlled through their osmotic environment in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Molecular Cloning-The DNA sequence encoding the ETS domain of murine PU.1 (residues 167-272, termed ⌬N167) was cloned into pQE60 as previously described (18) . The minimal ETS domain of human Ets-1 (residues 311-440, termed ⌬N311) was amplified by PCR from full-length Ets-1 (GenBank TM accession number AY888522.1) into the NcoI/BamHI sites of pET28b. A clone of the autoinhibited ETS domain of Ets-1 (residues 280 -440, termed ⌬N280) was a gift from Dr. Lawrence McIntosh (University of British Columbia). All three constructs contain vector-derived sequences encoding a thrombin cleavage site and C-terminal His 6 tag (LVPR2GSH 6 ). Clones were verified directly by Sanger sequencing.
Protein Expression and Purification-The recombinant ETS domain of PU.1 was overexpressed in Escherichia coli and purified as previously described (18) . The Ets-1 constructs were handled similarly. Briefly, BL21*(DE3) E. coli were transformed with the appropriate plasmid and grown at 37°C. Cultures were induced at A 600 ϭ 0.6 with 0.5 mM isopropyl ␤-D-thiogalactopyranoside at 30°C for ϳ4 h, harvested by centrifugation, and stored at Ϫ80°C until use. Purification on cobalt affinity resin, followed by thrombin cleavage and size exclusion chromatography, was performed as with PU.1, except preparative buffers for Ets-1 constructs also contained 0.5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride to maintain reduced cysteines. Protein concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically at 280 nm based on the following extinction coefficients: 22,460, 32,430, and 39,880 M Ϫ1 cm Ϫ1 for PU.1⌬N167, Ets-1⌬N280, and Ets-1⌬N331, respectively.
DNA Constructs-Double-stranded DNA (21-23 bp) harboring various ETS binding sites were assembled from oligonucleotides purchased from IDT Technologies (Coralville, IA) by annealing at ϳ0.5 mM duplex. DNA fragments (ϳ200 bp) harboring the same sites were amplified by PCR from pUC19 plasmids using M13-based primers that were modified to remove cryptic Ets-1 binding sites in the vector. Amplicons were purified by agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA concentration was determined spectrophotometrically using nearest neighbor methods (19) for oligonucleotides and using the nominal value of 50 ng/l for fragments. The high affinity sites used for PU.1 are 5Ј-AGCGGAAGTG-3Ј (20) and 5Ј-AAAGGAAGTG-3Ј (the B motif) (21) , which share similar affinities under physiologically saline, normo-osmotic conditions (20, 22) . The low affinity site for PU.1 is 5Ј-AAAGGAATGG-3Ј. The sites used for Ets-1 were GCCGGAAGTG (termed SC1, high affinity) and TCCGGAAACC (termed SC12, low affinity) (23) .
Osmotic Stress Experiments-The hydration changes associated with DNA site recognition by ETS domains were measured and analyzed as described (18) . Briefly, the effect of added osmolytes on the affinity of various ETS domains encoded by duplex oligonucleotides were determined as a competition with DNA fragments (1 nM) harboring a single specific site. Protein concentrations were chosen such that fragments were ϳ90% bound in the absence of oligonucleotide competitor. The solution conditions were 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4 at 25°C), 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride, 0.1 g/liter acetylated BSA (Promega), and various concentrations of osmolytes. Osmolality (Osm) was calculated from solution molality (m) using published values of osmotic coefficients (): Osm ϭ m as detailed previously (18) . DNA-bound and free protein was separated by native polyacrylamide electrophoresis. Preferential hydration ⌫ PW was calculated from the osmotic dependence of the binding constant as described (24) .
Filter Binding-The effect of salt on ETS⅐DNA affinity was evaluated by filter binding experiments using 32 P-labeled oligonucleotides harboring various sites and analyzed as previously described (25) ; protein concentration ranged up to 0.1 M. The buffer used was the same as in osmotic stress experiments with the exception of added salmon sperm DNA (10 M bp) to reduce background DNA binding to the filters. The number of neutralized phosphates (Z) was calculated from the observed salt dependence of the binding constant according to Record et al. (26) .
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry-Purified protein was codialyzed extensively with various DNA constructs against analytical buffers (50 mM NaH 2 PO 4 /Na 2 HPO 4 , pH 7.4, 150 mM total Na ϩ , 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT). Titrations were performed by injecting DNA into protein in a Nano ITC instrument (TA Instruments). Model-dependent analysis was performed as described (27, 28) . For PU.1, which undergoes self-dimerization in both DNA-free and -bound states at high concentrations (Ͼ10 Ϫ5 M), we followed our previously described model to extract the enthalpy changes for the canonical 1:1 complex (29) .
Biosensor Surface Plasmon Resonance-Kinetic and steady state measurements of DNA binding by PU.1 and Ets-1 were performed with a Biacore T200 biosensor (GE Healthcare) as described (30) . Briefly, biotinylated hairpin DNA harboring sequence-specific sites was immobilized on streptavidin functionalized Biacore CM5 sensor chips. Purified protein was injected over the immobilized DNA at 100 l/min in 25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 /Na 2 HPO 4 , pH 7.4, with 1 mM DTT and additional NaCl to achieve the desired [Na ϩ ]. Kinetic data were fitted to a 1:1 binding model with correction for residual mass transfer as previously described (30) .
Computational Procedures-Model fitting to titration data were performed using the nonlinear regression engine in Origin (Northampton, MA). Structural alignment of published structures was performed using the RAPIDO server (31) accessible online.
Microarray Data Analysis-Microarray data sets were retrieved and analyzed using the NCBI GEO2R web tool. Data sets were screened according to the following criteria: 1) cellular background (unstimulated murine bone marrow-derived macrophages or progenitors); 2) data normalization by median centering; and 3) differential gene expression Ͼ4% based on a false discovery rate-adjusted p Ͻ 0.05. Differentially expressed genes from various data sets (as identified in the text) were tested for cross-correlation with differentially expressed genes in NFAT5 knock-outs (GEO accession number GSE26343). Statistical significance is inferred at p Ͻ 0.05 by the exact binomial test, using differential expression within their respective test data sets as the expected frequencies.
RESULTS
The Sequence-divergent ETS Domains of Ets-1 and PU.1 Share Strong Conformational Homology-Members of the ETS family are categorized in terms of homology in their amino acid sequences (5) or DNA site selectivities (4). By either measure, the ETS domains of Ets-1 (residues 331-440) and PU.1 (residues 166 -272) are most distantly related. Both ETS domains are located at the C terminus of their respective full-length proteins but share only 34% sequence identity and exhibit distinct DNA sequence preferences ( Fig. 1 , A-C). Despite these differences, the two domains trace similar backbone trajectories when bound to their respective high affinity sites, as revealed by a structural alignment of the DNA-bound co-crystal structures (Protein Data Bank codes 1K79 and 1PUE; Fig. 1D ) (32, 33) . The C ␣ atoms of the proteins align strongly with a root mean square deviation of 1.4 Å. Segments that deviate the most between the two structures occur primarily between assigned ␣-helices and ␤-sheets. However, these intervening segments are not disordered, as judged by their main chain B-factors, which deviate from the average value over the respective ETS domain by no more than ϳ10 Å 2 . Nevertheless, the two domains show very different interactions with consensus DNA sequences (5Ј-GGAA-3Ј) in the DNA major groove. Whereas the PU.1 structure shows a coordinated network of interfacial water molecules mediating most contacts between the protein and DNA (18, 33) , the Ets-1 structure shows a relatively dehydrated interface (32) . If these crystal structures reflect differences in complex hydration under solution conditions, their divergent amino acid sequences may encode different mechanisms of site recognition by the two proteins.
The ETS Domains of Ets-1 and PU.1 Differ Profoundly in the Hydration of Their Protein-DNA Complexes-Using the osmotic stress technique (34), we have previously observed that DNA binding by the ETS domain of PU.1 (⌬N167) is sensitive to water activity in a sequence-dependent manner (18) . With increasing osmolality, high affinity complexes are strongly destabilized, whereas low affinity complexes are only weakly sensitive. We have now determined the hydration change in sequence recognition by Ets-1 by measuring the binding of the minimal ETS domain of Ets-1 (⌬N331) to high affinity (termed SC1) and low affinity (SC12) specific sites under the same osmotic conditions, using six chemically distinct osmolytes ( Fig. 2) . In contrast to PU.1, both Ets-1 complexes are weakly stabilized, to equivalent extents, with increased osmolality. Thus, not only are sequence-specific Ets-1⌬N331⅐DNA complexes hydrated differently, they also lack the marked dependence on DNA sequence observed with PU.1⌬N167. The absence of systematic osmolyte-specific effects in all cases strongly supports the interpretation that the perturbations in binding are mediated by the coupled preferential interactions of water and the osmolytes with the macromolecules rather than osmolyte-dependent changes in physical solution properties. Moreover, SDS-PAGE and native electrophoresis confirmed that these observations were not due to heterogeneity in the protein preparations or osmolyte-induced aggregation, respectively (data not shown), but rather reflect differences in hydration changes in site recognition by the two structurally conserved ETS homologs.
Autoinhibition Does Not Alter the Osmotic Insensitivity of Sequence-specific Ets-1⅐DNA Complexes-Unlike PU.1, the ETS domain of Ets-1 is flanked by structured elements (Fig. 1A ) that unfold upon DNA binding and reduce affinity relative to the minimal ETS domain (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Previous studies have defined residues 280 -330 and the C-terminal residues 416 -440 as necessary and sufficient for autoinhibition (38) . The loss of either flanking segment abolishes autoinhibitory effects, such that Ets-1⌬N331 behaves identically to Ets-1(331-415) (40) . To probe whether autoinhibition modifies the hydration changes in Ets1⅐DNA binding, we repeated the osmotic stress experiments with Ets-1⌬N280. We observed that the affinity of Ets-1⌬280 for SC1 and SC12 is reduced ϳ10-fold relative to Ets-1⌬N331 but exhibits, within experimental uncertainty, the same osmotic response as Ets-1⌬N331 (Fig. 2, A and B) . Thus, autoinhibition exerts no major effect on the hydration changes in sequence-specific DNA recognition by Ets-1.
Ets-1⅐DNA and PU.1⅐DNA Complexes Are Differentially Destabilized by Salt-The high affinity co-crystal structures for PU.1 (Protein Data Bank code 1PUE) and Ets-1 (Protein Data Bank code 1K79) both show close contact of seven to eight backbone phosphates (32, 33) . Previous measurements for high affinity binding by PU.1⌬N167 have revealed a considerably weaker salt dependence than predicted from structure (corresponding to only two to three phosphates neutralized), whether measured at equilibrium (22) or derived from kinetic rate constants (30) . In addition, as with the osmotic stress data, the quantitative dependence varies with site identity, progressively increasing to the structure-predicted value for the lowest affinity specific site (18, 22) . Here, we determined the salt dependence of binding by (minimal) Ets-1⌬N331 and (autoinhibited) Ets-1⌬N280 to both high affinity (SC1) and low affinity (SC12) sites at 25°C. As confirmed by two different techniques (filter binding and SPR), 6 the binding of both Ets-1 constructs to SC1 and SC12 exhibits salt dependence that corresponds closely to the number of contacted phosphates in the co-crystal structure ( Fig. 3 ). Our data also extrapolate with good agreement to reported affinities from gel-mobility measurements by Graves and co-workers (40) . Thus, Ets-1 contrasts sharply with PU.1 in (68) . Positions at which only a single base is found contribute 2 bits of information content and positions at which all bases are equiprobable contribute 0 bits. C, sequence alignment of the ETS domains of Ets-1 and PU.1. Asterisks (*), colons (:), and periods (.) represent identity, conservative, and semiconservative differences, respectively. D, structural alignment of the high affinity protein⅐DNA complexes formed by the minimal ETS domains of Ets-1 (Protein Data Bank code 1K79) and PU.1 (Protein Data Bank code 1PUE). Scalar distances between aligned C ␣ and the deviation from the mean B-factor over the entire domain (37 and 16 Å 2 for Ets-1 and PU.1, respective) are shown. The B-factor deviations are also spatially annotated in cartoon structures of the two ETS domains. Note that alignment is lowest at segments adjoining secondary structure elements, but these segments are not disordered as judged by their B-factors. that salt destabilizes both the high and low affinity complex of Ets-1 strongly and equally.
Similar Thermal Stabilities of Ets-1⅐DNA and PU.1⅐DNA Complexes Disguise Major Thermodynamic Differences-Remarkably, despite the disparate effects of water and salt activities on DNA binding by PU.1 and Ets-1, both PU.1⌬N167 and Ets-1⌬N331 bind their respective optimal sequences with similar affinities (K D ϭ ϳ10 Ϫ10 M) under physiologically saline, normo-osmotic conditions (150 mM Na ϩ , 0.3 osmolal). To dissect how these dependences are constituted in the underlying thermodynamic driving forces, we measured the heat of high affinity binding by PU.1⌬N167 and Ets-1⌬N331 directly by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). In our hands, purified Ets-1⌬N331 aggregated rapidly at 10 Ϫ4 M at 150 mM Na ϩ , precluding its use as titrant, but was stable at 10 Ϫ5 M to serve as titrate. "Reverse" titrations were therefore performed with DNA injected into protein. Both Ets-1⌬N331 and (autoinhibited) Ets-1⌬N280 bound SC1 with 1:1 stoichiometry. For PU.1⌬N167, we have previously observed that it dimerizes in both DNAbound and unbound states at concentrations required for ITC, (Ets-1⌬N331) . B, the autoinhibited domain of Ets-1 (Ets-1⌬N280). C, the ETS domain of PU.1 (PU.1⌬N167). Binding data measured independently by different techniques and monovalent cations are shown: filter binding (Na ϩ ; black symbols) (18), SPR (Na ϩ ; blue) (30) , and electrophoretic gel mobility shift (TrisH ϩ and K ϩ ; gray) (40) . The filter binding and SPR data for high and low affinity binding by Ets-1 are fitted to a common slope. The two high affinity PU.1-binding sequences tested were AGCGGAAGTG (filled circle) and the B motif (AAAGGAAGTG, half-filled circle). and enthalpy changes for the canonical 1:1 PU.1⅐DNA complex were extracted from the calorimetric enthalpies according to our established model (29) . The enthalpy change for each protein was then used to compute the corresponding entropic contribution to the observed free energy change ( Fig. 4A ). At 25°C, high affinity DNA binding by both Ets-1⌬N331 and Ets-1⌬N280 was more entropically driven than for PU.1⌬N167. We further dissected the entropy changes for each protein using our salt data and found that the entropic contributions for high affinity Ets-1⅐DNA binding are primarily due to counter ion release from phosphate neutralization (Fig. 4B) . In contrast, the entropic contributions to high affinity binding by PU.1⌬N167 are primarily nonelectrostatic in nature. Across a temperature span from 5 to 35°C, high affinity binding by Ets-1⌬N331 was associated with a more negative change in heat capacity (⌬C p ) than PU.1⌬N167 (Fig. 4C ). Because both domains are well folded and have similarly sized binding surfaces, this difference is consistent with the net accumulation of ordered hydration water for PU.1⌬N167 relative to Ets-1⌬N331. In addition, the magnitude of ⌬C p is greatly reduced for Ets-1⌬N280 compared with Ets-1⌬N331, consistent with unfolding of the autoinhibitory helices that have been observed by NMR spectroscopy.
The Kinetics of DNA Binding Reveal Major Mechanistic Differences in Site Recognition by Ets-1 and PU.1-To probe the mechanistic relevance of the foregoing energetic differences in
Ets-1⅐DNA and PU.1⅐DNA binding more directly, we measured their kinetics by biosensor-SPR. All ETS constructs exhibited association and dissociation kinetics that were described by 1:1 binding. The lack of significant intermediates over the second time régime has been validated in the case of PU.1⌬N167, for which dissociation constants derived from kinetic rate constants (k off /k on ) correspond quantitatively with equilibrium measurements across a broad range of salt concentrations (30) . For Ets-1⌬N331 and Ets-1⌬N280, extrapolation of the kinetics down to 90 mM Na ϩ also yields good agreement with previous measurements by gel mobility shift (40) . Comparison of PU.1⌬N167 and Ets-1⌬N331 reveals significant kinetic differences in high affinity DNA binding. At a common concentration of 300 mM Na ϩ , Ets-1⌬N331 associates rapidly with SC1 (on rate constant k on ϭ 7.8 ϫ 10 6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 ), ϳ80 times faster than the association of PU.1 to the high affinity B motif (k on ϭ 1.0 ϫ 10 5 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 ; Fig. 5, A and C) . Moreover, the salt dependences of the on rate constant are opposite for the two ETS homologs (Fig. 5, D and F) under these conditions; whereas increasing [Na ϩ ] retards Ets-1⌬N331 association to high affin- ity DNA, association by PU.1⌬N167 is accelerated. These contrasting trends in the rate constants combine to give the more attenuated salt dependences in the equilibrium constants ( Fig.  3) . Although SPR measurements for PU.1⌬N167 could not be carried out below 250 mM Na ϩ because of strong affinity of the protein for the sensor chip matrix under low salt conditions (30) , extrapolation of the data suggests an even wider gap in the DNA binding kinetics at physiologic salt concentrations and points to mechanistic differences in site recognition between PU.1⌬N167 and Ets-1⌬N331. Analysis of additional conditions and ETS proteins will be essential to fully understand these differences.
We also studied the kinetics of autoinhibition by comparing high affinity DNA binding by Ets-1⌬N331 and Ets-1⌬N280 (Fig. 5, B and E) . Autoinhibited Ets-1 exhibits the same monophasic character of the kinetics as Ets-1⌬N331, suggesting that conformational changes by the inhibitory helices are either rapid in the second time scale or they occur in concert with DNA binding. Comparison of Ets-1⌬N331 and Ets-1⌬N280 shows that autoinhibition reduces binding affinity primarily through slowing down association kinetics. The similarity in dissociation rate constants for the two constructs suggests that the stability of the Ets-1⅐DNA complex, once formed, is insensitive to structural elements distal to its ETS domain.
PU.1 Target Genes Are Enriched among Genes
That Are Sensitive to Cellular Osmotic Stress-Cells maintain volume regulatory mechanisms to limit the concentrations of impermeant cellular components (e.g. inorganic ions and macromolecules) within physiologic tolerance (41) . A major component of volume regulation is the accumulation of compatible osmolytes (such as amino acids and inositol) to adjust intracellular osmotic pressure and control water flow across the cell membrane. Active accumulation of compatible osmolytes is mediated through up-regulation of biosynthetic enzymes and transporters by the transcription factor NFAT5 (42) . Dynamic volume regulation thus gives rise to an osmotically labile environment in vivo. To probe the potential biological relevance of PU.1 osmotic sensitivity, we analyzed published microarray data to examine the effect of osmotic stress response on the gene regulatory functions of PU.1 in vivo. PU.1 is a critical transcriptional regulator in myelopoiesis (43) , and PU.1 target genes harbor binding sites that correspond to high affinity sequences (44) . We analyzed differential gene expression in bone marrow-derived macrophages from NFAT5 knock-out mice relative to their isogenic wild type and identified a core set of 24 genes (NCBI GEO accession number GSE26343; adjusted p Ͻ 0.05) (45) . We then screened these NFAT5-dependent genes against data sets in which PU.1 or another (control) pro- tein is induced, knocked down, or knocked out in similar cellular backgrounds under resting (unstimulated) conditions (Fig.  6 ). PU.1 is not known to directly interact with NFAT5, nor is the PU.1 (Sfpi1) gene a target of NFAT5 regulation in the NFAT5-KO data set (p ϭ 0.52). If gene regulation by PU.1 is osmotically sensitive in vivo, PU.1 target genes would be observed more frequently among NFAT5-regulated genes than expected based on the number of genes with altered expression in the PU.1 data set.
To validate our approach, we screened the NFAT5-dependent genes against differentially expressed genes from bone marrow-derived macrophages in which ATF3, a direct genetic target of NFAT5 (46) , has been knocked out (GSE32574) (47) . As negative controls, we examined data from bone marrowderived macrophages in which NFB2, an NFAT family paralog with no known role in osmo-regulation (48) , as well as several other unrelated proteins, have been knocked down (GSE14534) (49) . As expected, ATF3-dependent genes are strongly overrepresented (2.7-fold enrichment; p ϭ 7.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ) among NFAT5-regulated genes, whereas genes from the negative controls are uncorrelated. PU.1 target genes from macrophage progenitor cells harboring an inducible PU.1 gene (GSE13125) (50) are also significantly over-represented (1.7-fold enrichment; p ϭ 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ) in the NFAT5 list. Repeating the analysis with a more relaxed list of NFAT5-dependent genes (43 genes; adjusted p Ͻ 0.1) did not affect the results of the statistical inferences.
DISCUSSION
The sequence preferences of the DNA-binding (ETS) domains of ETS family transcription factors are central to the functions of their parent ETS proteins in vivo. Genomic studies on the site occupancy by native, full-length ETS proteins in vivo have confirmed the sequence preferences determined with isolated ETS domains in vitro (4) . To discover how the primary sequence diversity among ETS proteins preserves structural homology but encodes potentially distinct mechanisms of sequence recognition, we characterized the ETS domains of Ets-1 and PU.1, two paralogs at the extremes of amino acid divergence in the ETS family. Despite being strong structural conformers and binding their respective optimal sequences with similar affinities under physiologic conditions, the two ETS domains exhibit striking differences in their underlying thermodynamics and kinetics, suggesting correspondingly major differences in their mechanisms of DNA recognition.
Preferential Hydration Defines the Heterogeneity in DNA Recognition by the ETS Domains of Ets-1 and PU.1-Data from previous studies (18, 51) strongly implicate preferential hydration as the defining feature in DNA discrimination by the ETS domain of PU.1. The present thermodynamic and kinetic data in DNA binding by Ets-1 provide a unified description for DNA recognition by two structurally homologous ETS domains (Fig.  7) . Central to the model is the spectroscopic evidence (25, 35, 37, 52) that minimal ETS domains are well folded monomers in the bound and unbound states at concentrations used in our experiments, except for ITC titrations from which data corresponding to the canonical 1:1 complex for PU.1 have been extracted according to a validated model (29) . The small magnitudes in the heat capacity changes observed for both Ets-1 and PU.1 are consistent with this feature (53) . Thus, the strong observed differences in hydration changes between Ets-1⌬N331 and PU.1⌬N167 are not attributable to the gain or loss of major crevices or self-association.
For Ets-1, the strong salt dependence of binding affinity in agreement with the number of DNA phosphate contacts in co-crystal structures, the dominant contribution of the polyelectrolyte effect to the observed binding entropy, and the reduction in association rate with increasing salt all suggest site-specific interactions that are primarily electrostatically driven. Hydration plays a manifestly negligible role in driving DNA binding or discerning between high and low affinity specific sites. Sequence preference is driven by favorable direct protein to DNA contacts in a relatively dehydrated protein⅐ DNA interface, with fast kinetics, consistent with crystallographic structures of Ets-1⌬N331 bound to SC1 and a suboptimal DNA site (32) .
With Ets-1 as a well defined backdrop, the thermodynamics and kinetics for PU.1 may be interpreted in a structurally meaningful manner. In contrast with Ets-1, excess hydration participates directly in the cohesive forces (enthalpy change) that stabilize the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA complex. The less negative heat capacity change for PU.1 is consistent with the sequestration of well ordered water molecules in the high affinity complex (54) . Together with our earlier observation (18) of a soluteexcluding cavity in the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA interface, but FIGURE 6. PU.1 target genes are correlated with genes sensitive to cellular hyperosmotic stress. Differential gene expression (p Ͻ 0.05, adjusted for false discovery) in primary bone marrow-derived macrophages from NFAT5-KO mice was compared with data sets in which the gene indicated in the abscissa was knocked out, knocked down, or induced in the same cellular background. The ordinate shows the occurrence of target genes for factors shown in the abscissa among NFAT5-regulated genes, normalized to the expected frequency for the respective genes. The numbers above the bars indicate the p values for the correlation between the lists of target genes for the factors shown in the abscissa with the NFAT5 list as calculated from the binomial distribution.
not the low affinity one, the data suggest a "wet" model of site discrimination in which PU.1 interrogates sequence-specific sites to optimize interfacial hydration. The more stringent site selectivity and slow association kinetics for PU.1 relative to Ets-1 therefore arise from the more demanding requirements for optimal hydration (involving many molecules) versus optimal protein-DNA contacts. Taking the low affinity PU.1⅐DNA complex as baseline, optimal hydration accounts for ϳ17 kJ/mol of additional stabilizing free energy under normo-osmotic conditions.
Linkage Control of PU.1⅐DNA Interactions-The linkage relation that describes the effect of osmolytes on ETS⅐DNA binding gives a change in preferential hydration of ⌬⌫ PW ϳ 100 for the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA complex. If interpreted strictly as stoichiometric waters, this quantity exceeds the apparent capacity of the interfacial cavity in the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA co-crystal structure (ϳ337 Å 3 ) (18). The absence of major coupled folding or oligomerization appears to preclude significant water bind-ing outside the PU.1⅐DNA interface. Formally, ⌬⌫ PW represents all thermodynamically detected water (24) , as well as the linkage between hydration ⌬v w and solute (osmolyte) interactions ⌬v x with the macromolecules,
where m x and m w ϭ 55.6 are the molal concentrations of solute and water in the solution (55) . Thus, the destabilizing effect of osmolytes on high affinity PU.1⅐DNA binding may involve the release of bound solute from the DNA contact interface of PU.1 (⌬v x Ͻ 0), as well as water uptake (⌬v w Ͻ 0). The observed lack of significant dependence on osmolyte identity is compatible with ⌬v x ϭ 0 or a small value of ⌬v x . The latter situation may arise because any ⌬v x is expected to be small (ϳ1 per protein), and fractional differences among the osmolytes tested could be obscured within experimental uncertainty. Site discrimination is based on rapid parsing of different sequence variants for optimal protein to DNA contacts. B, in contrast, PU.1 interrogates sequence variants through excess hydration in a slow, incremental process. Optimal binding involves both the uptake of interfacial water and possibly the release of preferential bound solutes. Suboptimal sequences are tolerated through compensatory interactions that cause additional distortions in bound DNA (29) .
Interestingly, even though the addition of salt necessarily increases solution osmolality, the high affinity PU.1⅐DNA complex is less sensitive to salt than the low affinity one (Fig. 3) . This observation recapitulates the perturbing nature of ionic solutes on macromolecular complexes relative to compatible net neutral osmolytes. The observed salt dependence of the high affinity, osmotically sensitive PU.1⅐DNA complex is ϳ25% of that for the low affinity complex, as well as that predicted by the co-crystal structure of the high affinity PU.1 complex. The mechanism by which hydration buffers the PU.1⅐DNA complex against ionic solutes is as yet uncertain. For other protein⅐DNA systems, weaker than expected salt dependence has been attributed to cation uptake by unpaired protein surface charges in the DNA-bound state (56, 57) . In the case of PU.1, some of the DNA contacts in the high affinity complex are water-mediated and may be incompletely neutralized, as proposed based on a structural analysis (18) of the PU.1⅐DNA co-crystal structure (33) .
The Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Ets-1 Autoinhibition-The structure and dynamics of autoinhibition in Ets-1 (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) , as well as other autoinhibited ETS paralogs (58, 59) , have been extensively studied by solution NMR. The folded helices immediately adjacent to the ETS domain of Ets-1 are only marginally stable in the unbound state and unfold upon DNA binding. Our data comparing the minimal Ets-1⌬N331 and autoinhibited Ets-1⌬N280 suggest that autoinhibitory helices decrease the free energy of unbound Ets-1 without significant effect on the bound state. Interestingly, the heat capacity change in high affinity DNA binding by Ets-1⌬N280 is significantly reduced compared with Ets-1⌬N331 but is not coupled to an attendant change in osmotic sensitivity. These thermodynamic signatures echo hydrogen exchange data, showing only modest protection at residues in the N-terminal inhibitory helices in free Ets-1 (36) .
In Vivo Implications of Osmotic Sensitive PU.1⅐DNA Recognition-Under our experimental conditions and time scale, the kinetics of site recognition by Ets-1 and PU.1 are described by a 1:1 model. Although the apparent kinetics necessarily embody more complex microscopic events, they predict valid thermodynamics and provide a quantitative basis for comparison for the two proteins. The observed lack of intermediates does not preclude the possibility of early discrete species with lifetimes shorter than the time resolution (67 ms) of SPR detection. Alternatively, the slow, monophasic kinetics for PU.1 may represent the evolution of the ensemble of partially hydrated microstates, separated by small activation barriers, toward the final, fully hydrated complex. Whichever the route, comparison with Ets-1 indicates that excess hydration confers a significantly long-lived PU.1⅐DNA complex, a feature that may be critical to a role for PU.1 (9 -13), but not Ets-1 (14) , as a pioneer transcription factor. In the dynamic nucleosomal environment, DNA accessibility in the exit-entry region of nucleosomes where cognate transcription factor binding sites are concentrated is determined by the DNA unwrapping rate (60, 61) . Although the relatively slow on rate for PU.1 to high affinity DNA would hinder its association to transiently accessible promoter or enhancer sites in heterochromatin, once formed, the PU.1⅐DNA complex could persist long enough to recruit other transcription factors or remodeling proteins to initiate tran-scription. Thus, dissociation kinetics may represent a more relevant parameter than equilibrium affinity in determining transcription regulatory activity.
In the broader context, NFAT5-mediated adaptation to hyperosmotic stress is crucial to the development and function of macrophages (45) and lymphocytes (62) . The current paradigm of cellular osmotic regulation is focused on the activation of target genes, post-translational modification or other direct interactions of NFAT5, which mediates this program (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) . Because cellular osmotic stress response perturbs intracellular water activity through the accumulation of osmolytes, macromolecular interactions that are tightly coupled to water molecules should be highly sensitive to this environment. Our analysis of gene expression data shows that PU.1 target genes are significantly over-represented among NFAT5-sensitive genes in murine macrophages and their precursors, even though PU.1 and NFAT5 are not known to interact physically or genetically, suggesting that gene regulation by PU.1 is osmotically sensitive in vivo. Although macromolecular interactions with water and solutes have been a classic area of study in biophysics and cell physiology, osmotic sensitivity as a transduction mechanism for responsiveness and specificity in gene regulation has received little attention. Our data suggest that PU.1 is a promising example of osmotically sensitive transcription factors that warrants further biophysical investigation.
